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.This pat4r describes basic skills in terms of three.
stagesof thewriting process: drafting, editing, and preservation.

. During the drafting"etage, the Ilasics ate- those skills and Attitudes :

necessary to release the students' powers of expression. It is basic
teat thetlearn how to start and Aaintain a flow of words and ideas.
how to use various' techniques to keep their minds occupied with l
topic long enough to produce the' quantity of draft necessary to ork
but theirprivate meanings, and hog -to make Use., of their own ;,sources,
those inside their owd heads.. Students Ruh learn how ,,to generate
comparisonsand analogies, and must analyiethe language they use to
talkgboat a topic so that they can make their ideas about the topic
orderly and clear. Students must learn hdv to eat,* so ;that theirs
thoughts ,are in a clear, organized, and cohprentform. After students
have learned to draft and edit, they should pecome concerned with thb
problems. of pieservation, bf making a,public text. In thig stage,
correctness is baiic.lhe techniques .of word-study are suggested,as,a:
method for ,Peiping studentsflevelopothese basic skills. TS)
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Before we can be sure what basicE we need toget back

ito,' we should recognize That the process of, writing moves

tOrouh a .sequence of stages, To bersuccessful in the total
,$

procesi, :students must master skills that differ markedly

.from one stage to another. In N. first Aage, called

draft.ing, the students 1.mply put,down Sh pap9inthe'be-
,

ginnings of' their ideas. They aresinyOlved simply ek-

prdssing themselves, exploring wrist is inside them, and.
,

getting it outside them--in,any form. It may com7 out irt
. I a A.

telegraphic notes to themselves. It'may coke put as little

.sketches.and "diagrams or as disjoi-ntid--even

sentences. At times it may come out as fairly lopg pieces

of fairly smooth and.unified prose.. Valtimhen they are
.

drAfting, students ,are engaged ip #n act of expressidn
4
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ABSTPACT
This paper descrlbes basic skills in terms of three

stages of the writing process: drafting, editing, and preservation.
.During the drafting. stage, the basics are .those skills and attitudes
necessary to release the students' powers of expression. It is basic
that they learn how to start`and maintain a flow of words and ideas,
how to Vse.marious techniques to keep *their minds occupied with a
topic long enough to produce the quantity of draft necessary to work .

out their private meanings, and how to sake use of their own sources,
those inside their own heads.eStltents must learn how to generate
comparisons and analogies, an must analyze the language they use to
talk about a topic so that they can sake their ideas about the topic
orderly and clear. Students must learn how to edit so that their
thoughts are in a clear, organized, and coherent fore. After students
have learned to draft and edit, they Should become concerned with the
problems of preservation, of making a public text. Ip this stage,
correctness is basic. The techniques of word-study are suggested as a
method for helping students develop these basic skills. (TS)
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Basic Sk.ilis and t':e Writing Process

D.. W..C4m,mings

Ecstchi4ril 6, 1976
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D. W. Ctinuninks

7teP-1;.- wa can r.e sure what 'easic? we need tdcet tack

we sht,Id recn:12:e that ;,.e process of writing moves

t':re,=n a ,,eq.;en-e cf stages. :o 1:,e successful in the total

s, m,st r'.PSter sKills that differ markedly

o.L'. -,A

from one sage ,to :',notner. in the first stage, called

-,a '1-'.4r*"" s4nply p,t down on paper the te-

nninis of their ideas. The;; are involved simply in ex-

pressing :,.emtelves, exploring 411.at is. inside them, -and

44 getting it c..itiide tnemlin any form. It may ccme cut in

telegraphic notes .to themselves. It may come out as little

.:.etches and diagrams or as disjointed--even 'incorrect'- -

sentences. At times it may Come out as fairly'long pieces

of'faArly smooth and unified prose. $ut when they are'

drafting, 45 udents are engaged in an act of expression

4
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Cummings

that is private. In this stage they are simply trying to

,exerqise their own voices,. trying to expressthemseles, 10
.

..

trying to get meanings and questiogy arid feelings that are

.inside outside.

The second stage of the writing process --- called

takes what is done. in priiatet, acid begins to treat it aSa

social thing -- something to be communicated to 'another person.

When editing, students shoUld be concerned with discovering

whatthey have'in fact said intheir drafting. raft ng is

a kind of exploration; editing is a kind off' d sco ery.

tend to think 4hat first you discover something fidthen ex-

plore it, but that is(juit.badttwards: First, you explore a

thing sufficiently to find out whatit Is not, andonly,then,
..

can yOu ,discover what it is. When you draft,. you explore
,--... I
-...., .

.
- your'private meanings. ,When you edit, you discover which of.

.

i
:-.-those private meanings to communicate, which tomake into

social meanings.

In the third stage of the .writing process, students

make public, and more.or less permanent; the Meanings they,.,

have so far: explored and discovered. In this--the 'stage oit

preservation--they prepare final pliblic copies of their

meanings. Not _until now should they 4p 9ade to worry much

over matters of correctness, or else the job of preserving

menings will take precedenceover.explor ng and discovering

at 3 *.
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thep--which would seem :toy be wrong, basically.

131

Exploring yotr priVate peanings, diScovering your social -

meanings, preserving §ou?.'plibite meanings - -these are the three,

stages
,
of the writing process, each with a different set of

required skills, and thus, a different set of basics to be

gotten back to,. The,skil3* and basics, not only differ from

,siege to stage, but those required of one stage actually tend ,

_"to,coneradict those of the others. Too oftenHand too early--
.

we have spoken of basicsin terms of corregtness--correct

spelling, punctvation,, syntax; and usage--Out what is truly

and lastingly basic for students depends on-where they are
- .

within .that sequence of stages.

During the first or drafting tageQ the basics are' those

. skills a.nd attitudesnecessary to r ease the students' powers
,..

i :.

,

. of expression: -It is hasic that thevleara-how to start ary
.e. 1r

. 0

maintain a flow of words and ideas--ndmatter how 'muddled; how
.

._ . .

,4 ! S .

.
fuzzy, how

.
rough, 'how ragged they dight,at first be. e is

,. ..
'#.

basic that they learn how to use varAous'tettIntillies to keep
r,

their minds occupledicath a tople long, enough to produce the

out'
i .

quantity-of draft necessary to work" their private meanings.:
. .. . ... , . .

They Must learn how to use'outside sources; -like magazine*:and
se.

books and lectures taking notesand putting:thlem
1

to use is a very basic; much igncred, drafting skill for stu
1 ',' 1

:'

' .

dents. But it ,is also *basic that they be shown how to make s,

t.,
? .
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use of their own sources,-those 'inside their own 'heads.:qt

is basic that they learn how to generate comjarisons ar an-

. alogies. It is basic, too, that they learn tb analyze .

ey can

3.

the language they use to.ialk about a topic, so

make more orderly and clear") the ideas about the opic that

they already have in their minds. This kind ofanalysis is
.

very important because the language students use to speak.and,

write about a topic preserves all the distintions and rela*-

tionships that their man see within it. Their own language
I

always contains more'distinctions and more pQmplex relation-

shipAthan they are immedlateky and consciously aware of.
fi

But they can make themaiivas-mOre awa1it of these 'relationships

and distiliZtions through certain kinds of 4werdatildy, like
ti

analyzing, the synonymy,, antonyTy, and polysemy in key terms

in their earliest draft.

Of the many kinds of word-study available; we 00.ght c'on-
:>

sider just one: the analysis of polysemy as a way to help
.4

A
students start drafting on a dusty Old topic like,vlove."

The American "Heritage Dictionary gives six different defini...1

tions of love that most students would ali-eady be familiar

with., Students can use these definitions to-begin to order

and clarify diptinctions and connections they already have

in mind:

-7yow are these sixiifferent `loves the same?

5
$ ,
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Cummings'

-How are they different? Which ones are Post

appropriate to my discussion? Why them, and,

not the others? How can this one word mean

'six differ..entthings?. What are the connec-

.tions among the fix?'Which one seems most

basic?"

5

Thit kind of word-AtUdy leadsto a clearer, more orderly' view

of what the word love means and how it can be used. 'And,

assuming they'remember to jot down ideas as they think through

the questions posed by the definitions, students who use such

a technique will begin immediately to produce good draft.

.

Once students have begun to master some drafting skills;

the basics for them begome.the skills needed in the second,

or editing, stage. One basic of editing is to discover exactly

what there it in thoseprivate.eiplorations that should be made .

social. Students shotAd be taught to identify the recurrent

topics in their draft and to cond#nse and summarize, their im-

portant themes. They must learn how to edit rough draft to-
.

that the thought it embodiesis given 1Vear, organized, and

6oherent form.. Word-study that makes use 6rthe dictipnary,

plus ttudents' Mn k intuition of their language, can be useful

here again,for much of the job of getting editorial control

ofe''one'sown meanings invollied gett.ing control Over recur-
.%

rent terms'in one's draft:

\



Cummings

"Do any/of these terms seem to be synonyms,

or near-synonyms? -If so, do I have-one topic

that I'm calling by.d fferent names,-or

actually have different topics? Does this term

used here: mean the same t ing that it means over

there, or am I shifting top cs slightly while

I

A

keeping the same name? Do an of these key

terms seem to be opposites?

This kind of word-study during the editi state can help '

students get control of.their linguagel hel them see the
.11

patterns thatare there in their draft, help t -m see places

. where their thitint is being muddied by false syn nymy and

equivocation. At
e

Not until ttud nts have mastered some of the basics

010

drafting and editin , should they-be faced nth the problems

ofpreservation, of making a-public text. Correctness is

not.basic during the drafting stage. Indeed, during the pri-

vate act of elprdssion, a concern for correctness can be a

sterile, debilitatingdistraction. During the second, or

editing, stage correctness might e moderately important,

though certainly not yet basic. orrectness isionally basic

wily during the making of a permanellt and public text! And

again,here in this final stage, the techniques of word - study

can help students develop those skills that are now basic:

. 1
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It can lead to a sensitivity toy the. structure of words that

can strengtheri\sp'elling skills. And word-study, especially
. .

work with etymologies, can teach. students much about the

connotative aura that surrounds words, which can help them

control toin and tbe last-minute polishirig of style.
,

\So again, what is basic for 'students depends on where

they are in the three stages of the writingprocess'. And,
.-

4
/

..1
. .

4-1

i d-10'em, what is most basic for the teacher to teach'
4 . .

are those techniques wh %ch, ]ike word-4udy, cut across the
;

.

-

three stages and' help students, develop their skills, as

drafters; as editors, and as makers of final copies.

1


